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Introduction 

The greatest challenge that Fresh Expressions now faces is the sheer breadth, depth and 

diversity of interests and issues with which we now engage. From enquirers to seasoned 

practitioners, from volunteers to paid staff, from permission-seekers to blessing-givers, 

from practitioners to thinkers, from missioners to managers, from denominations to 

streams and agencies, from the local to the international – the landscape is now very 

complex. As the initiative has evolved into a movement, so it has become increasingly 

multicoloured, multicultural and multilayered, demanding that our communication be 

multidirectional, multilingual and multidimensional. 

In the context of that, our mission now is to champion and resource new ways of being 

church by:  

  

Our strategic focus 

We have now identified five areas of strategic focus which we will work on over the 

coming months and years. The aim is to create a greater variety of simple ways to 

connect with the vision (beyond but including our existing work) that will make practical 

sense within an increasingly complex movement. 
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The key to delivering our objectives will not lie just in our expertise and resources as a 

team, but in our ability to connect with, envision and enlist our many partners (in the 

widest sense) to achieve the level of multiplication and scale envisaged. In particular, 

we need to invest in and revitalise our network of Associate Missioners (AMs). 

These areas of focus build on our current strengths in communication, resources, 

training and research – and specifically incorporate and build on our existing strategic 

aims of renewing vision, gathering news, supporting growth and developing training. 

Alongside our existing work, a series of new projects will be established - these new 

projects are highlighted below, along with our existing work. 
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Inspiring vision 

Pioneer centres 

We will identify fresh expressions of church which are centres of 

good practice and can offer hospitality, advice and inspiration to 

those wanting to find out more about contextual church planting. They will reflect the 

breadth and diversity of fresh expressions of church, both in style and denominational 

affiliation. Some will intentionally be developed as strategic hubs for creating support 

and learning communities. We will also identify certain dioceses, districts, regional 

grouping of churches, colleges and agencies as strategic centres of good practice. 

As well as: stories (written and filmed), vision days, mission shaped intro (msi), pioneer 

ministry website pages and resources, media and communication, e-xpressions. 

Networking strategically  

Strategic hubs 

We will replicate the pattern that we have started to create as a 

team, of multiplying small groups that meet together around a 

common role, skill or interest, with a strategic purpose to help change the ‘fresh 

expressions’ landscape in their particular sphere. The hubs will have different 

personalities, reflecting the context and culture they represent, but they will all share a 

rhythm of prayer, a desire to be strategic and a view to reproducing themselves. We 

hope to see hubs within each partner denomination, as well as further specialist hubs 

that take the vision of round tables a stage further. 

As well as: rural round table/hub, young adults round table/hub, potential youth hub, 

media and communication, inter-diocesan learning community. 

Connecting geographically  

Regional/area champions 

We will identify small groups of experienced and respected 

practitioners or network leaders in 12-15 regions across the UK. 

Together they will map out their region to get a shared sense of where the energy, 

strengths and weaknesses are. They will also help to coordinate support for practitioners 

in their area, pointing them to the tools and resources available and identifying where in 

their region those tools are thin on the ground. A network of regional champions is key 

to delivering and growing our work. Some of our AMs have begun to fill this role and 

there are others who could. 

As well as: Fresh Expressions Area Strategy Teams (FEASTs), networks directory, events 

directory, job listings, international liaison. 
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Supporting practitioners  

Coaching and mentoring network 

We will develop and promote examples of best practice in 

coaching and mentoring and make this increasingly available 

across the UK. We will train a network of coaches and mentors 

supported by an online directory. We will also continue to develop a means of delivering 

msm material to teams establishing fresh expressions of church through coaching. 
 

Pioneer communities 

We will encourage and facilitate the creation of communities of pioneers which provide 

stability, accountability, support and encouragement for pioneers as they start and grow 

fresh expressions of church. These communities may be gathered or dispersed, but will 

commit to a rule or rhythm of life that is appropriate for each community of pioneers. 
 

Pioneer sponsorship 

We will seek to establish funding for practitioners to be sponsored into areas of need. As 

a first step, we will seek funding for Church of England Ordained Pioneer Ministers to be 

sponsored through their first curacy. 

As well as: coaching and mentoring through msm, prayer and support, informal 

networking. 

Resourcing learning 

Integrated resource centre 

We will develop an easily accessible library or knowledge bank of 

material, drawing on our existing Guide, msm teaching material 

and other writings. This material will be freely available to practitioners and to those 

training or supporting them, with multiple access points for different contexts. We have 

a wealth of material we want to make more available, but we also want to highlight the 

best material on pioneering new forms of church from other sources. A key part of this 

new resource centre will be a series of ‘3-minute’ guides covering why and how to start 

a fresh expression of church. 
 

Small group course 

We will develop a short, video-based set of materials which can help local Christians in 

small groups to explore and start new forms of church. 

As well as: mission shaped ministry (msm), flexible-delivery msm, bespoke training, 

training directory, the Guide, Share booklets, books, reading lists. 

Phil Potter, Fresh Expressions Team Leader, January 2015 
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